Statistical learning theory provides a formal criterion for learning a concept from examples. This theory addresses directly the tradeoff in empirical fit and generalization. In practice, this leads to the structural risk minimization principle where one minimizes a bound on the overall risk functional. For learning linear discriminant functions, this bound is impacted by the minimum of two terms -the dimension and the inverse of the margin. A popular and powerful learning mechanism, support vector machines, focuses on maximizing the margin. We look at methods that focus on minimizing the dimensionality, which, coincidentally, fulfills another useful criterion -the minimum description length principle.
I. Introduction
Linear discriminant functions (LDFs) provide one of the most widely used classification methods largely because they are simple to apply, easy to interpret and give good results for a wide range of problems (Hand 1981) . In two group linear discriminant analysis, one determines an n-dimensional vector, w, and scalar, b, such that if an observed vector x satisfies w ' x b 0 + ≥ , then x will be classified as belonging to the "positive" class. Otherwise it will be classified as belonging to the negative class. That is, ( ) { } n w, b : 1, 1 ℜ → − + where +1 (-1) is used to signify the positive (negative) class.
A large number of methods are available for determining LDFs differing largely on the criterion used to guide the choice between candidate functions. However, virtually all such procedures have focused on either directly minimizing the classification error over a training data set or minimizing a proxy for classification error. As in other learning approaches, this results in good fits on the training set but typically poor generalization for use on unseen cases.
Statistical learning theory (Vapnik 1998 ) provides a rational way to tradeoff this potential over-fitting in training with generalization ability. A powerful method for learning LDFs, support vector machines, uses this theory. However, support vector machines focus on one determinant for controlling the over-fitting problem. Another determinant, the dimensionality of the LDF, may, instead, be the more important determinant. We look at methods that focus on minimizing the dimensionality, which, coincidentally, fulfills another useful criterion in learning -the minimum description length principle. We start with a background review of methods used to find LDFs.
II. Linear Discriminant Methods
Fisher ( For example, logit analysis methods directly consider a binary dependent variable and use maximum likelihood methods to estimate w and b (Cooley and Lohnes 1971) .
Bayesian methods focus on minimizing the cost of misclassification (Cooley and Lohnes 1971) .
A plethora of mathematical programming methods have been studied for determining LDFs. These are distribution free methods. A large variety of linear programming methods were presented and studied (Cavalier, Ignizio and Soyster 1987 , Freed and Glover 1981a , 1981b , 1982 , 1986a , 1986b , Glorfeld and Gaither 1982 but most exhibited undesirable properties (Koehler 1989a , 1989b , 1991b , Markowski 1985 .
Non-linear (Stam and Joachimsthaler 1989) and mixed integer programming (MIP) Joachimsthaler 1990, Koehler and Erenguc 1990) approaches have also been studied.
In most cases these models attempted to find w and b to minimize either the number of misclassifications over the training set or to optimize some proxy for the number of misclassifications (such as maximizing the minimal separation between the two groups).
Models combining objectives, such as minimizing the cost of misclassification together with the number of misclassifications, have also been studied (Bajgier and Hill 1982) .
Often mathematical programs that directly minimize the number of misclassifications resort to some type of combinatorial search method and are computationally expensive and usually impractical. An important exception was given by Mangasarian (1994) .
Mangasarian gives three non-linear formulations for solving the misclassification problem. The general idea uses bi-linear constraints to "count" the number of misclassifications.
Good experimental results were observed in Bennett and Bredensteiner (1997) .
A. Criteria for Determining LDFs
The various methods mentioned above largely differ on criteria driving the induction method. Statistical learning theory (Vapnik 1998) • α is an instance of a collection of target functions parametrically defined by α ∈ Λ , and z represents a training pair assumed to be drawn randomly and independently according to an unknown probability distribution ( ) F z . Since ( ) F z is unknown, an induction principle must be invoked.
All of the methods surveyed above substitute an empirical risk function for the true risk function. That is, they try to minimize give different empirical risk functions. For example, under his assumptions, the Fisher's method is equivalent to minimizing the probability of misclassification.
As is well known, empirical risk minimization often results in over-fitting. That is, for small sample sizes, a small empirical risk does not guarantee a small overall risk.
Statistical learning theory approaches this problem by using a structural risk minimization principle (Scholkopf et al. 2001 , Vapnik 1998 ) that focuses on minimizing a bound on the risk functional. It has been shown for an indicator loss function that for any α ∈ Λ with a probability at least 1− η the bound on a consistent hypothesis
holds where the structural risk ( ) struct R depends on the sample size, , the confidence factor, η , and the capacity, h, of the target function. The bound is tight, up to log factors for some distributions (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000) . The empirical risk is 
The capacity, h, measures the expressiveness of the target class of functions. In particular, for binary classification, h is the maximal number of points (k) that can be separated into two classes in all possible k 2 ways using functions in the target class of functions. This measure is called the VC-dimension. For linear discriminant functions, without additional assumptions, the VC-dimension is h n 1 = + (Scholkopf 1995 , Vapnik 1998 . Extending LDFs to have "fat" as in ( )( ) y x w 'x b 0 − − ∆ ≥ enables a tighter capacity measure. These discriminant functions are termed m arg in ∆ − LDFs.
Assuming n x X ∈ ⊂ ℜ implies x R ≤ and that w 1 = yields a VC-dimension bounded
and h may be much smaller than n+1.
A common learning strategy is to find consistent target functions that minimize a bound on the risk functional. This, of course, doesn't guarantee finding target functions that actually minimize the true risk functional, but it does provide the best "worst case"
solution. It is also important to note the need for finding a consistent hypothesis. A consistent hypothesis correctly classifies the training set. This assumption can be relaxed to produce other bounds on risk minimization (e.g., see Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000) .
A powerful method developed over the last 10 or so years for learning that uses the structural risk minimization principle is the support vector machine (SVM) methodology (Scholkopf et al. 2001 , Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000 , Vapnik 1998 ).
When the training sample is linearly separable, SVM's determine linear discriminant functions by solving SVM2:
This is called the hard-margin problem. We refer to this as the SVM2 problem where the two denotes the 2-norm on w. The "1" in the constraints results from fixing the functional margin to be equal to 1 (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000) . It can be easily shown that When the problem is inseparable it is often necessary to map the data into a higher dimensional feature space that is separable and is potentially of infinite dimension-seemingly an undesirable property computationally. However, rather than explicitly mapping data points to a feature space, it is possible to carry out calculations on the input space by considering the dual of the problem and applying a kernel function (see Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000 for details) . In this paper we forego working with kernels assuming that any such mapping has already been applied. So, if the data are not separable even after applying a kernel (i.e., there is no consistent LDF), the SVM problem is called the soft-margin SVM and is formulated as SVM2S:
where ξ is the slack variable measuring the shortfall in its margin from the hyperplane. C is a positive constant denoting the tradeoff between margin maximization (see below) and training error minimization.
SVMs have several desirable features beyond using risk minimization ideas as their goal. First, they guarantee finding a global optimal solution because the objective is quadratic, convex. Compared to alternative learning methods, such as neural networks, this is a major advantage. Second, many techniques are available that enable solution methods to scale to large problem sizes (e.g., the SMO method developed first by Platt 1998). Third, the method easily handles mapping input attributes that are not linearly separable to feature spaces that may be linearly separable. As mentioned above, this approach uses positive-definite kernel mappings (see Scholkopf et al. 2001 , Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000 Vapnik 1998 for a more complete discussion). LDFs are determined in the resulting feature space.
SVMs focus on one part of the bound on the VC-dimension in Equation (1). The VC-dimension is also bounded by the dimensionality of the feature space. If the true number of needed features, k, is less than the nominal number of features, n, then this part of the bound may be more important than the margin part. Serendipitously, this consideration ties in with another goal of learning as next discussed.
B. Minimum Description Principle
Risk minimization methods satisfy many of the goals of learning theory.
However, as captured by the well-known Occam's razor principle -the "simplest explanation is best" -a minimum description target concept is another desirable goal (Rissanen 1978, Wallace and Boulton 1969) . For LDFs, minimum description translates to finding lower-dimensional separating hyperplanes than n-dimensional ones. Statistical packages often permit a stepwise determination of LDFs where either an LDF is built-up by adding one dimension at a time or reduced-down by starting with n dimensions and successively pruning variables. Some criterion is used to pick entering/leaving variables and a stopping criterion is specified.
Other approaches have been used. For example, Koehler (1991a) used Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to simultaneously minimize the number of misclassifications and the number of non-zero coefficients in determining LDFs. He found LDF's that were not significantly different in misclassification rates from ones determined by directly minimizing the number of misclassifications using MIP (Stam and Joachimster 1990 ) and many had lower dimensionality. In addition, the computational effort was a mere fraction of that needed by direct combinatorial optimization methods such as those found in Bajgier and Hill (1982) or Koehler and Erenguc (1990) .
The nonlinear models studied by Mangasarian have been extended to include dimension reduction (also known as feature selection). In Mangasarian (1995) , a concave minimization problem is given that trades off misclassifications and dimension reduction.
The solution method either finds a global minimum or stops at a stationary point. In a parametric objective is used to find an LDF that minimizes the dimensionality while minimizing the average distance of misclassified points to the separating hyperplane.
In , these dimension reduction approaches are compared to various formulations of the Support Vector Model. Three variations of the SVM objective were studied. The three differ in the type of norm on w employed -they used the usual 2-norm case discussed above, and a 1-norm and an infinite-norm. The 2-norm and infinite-norm models did not yield dimension reduction. The concave minimization models and the 1-norm SVM both gave good dimension reduction.
Building on these results, Fung and Mangasarian (2002) give a fast algorithm for the 1-norm case, including handling the possibility of nonlinear kernels.
The 1-norm formulation used by 
subject to ( ' ) 1
where λ was chosen experimentally. These, of course, are just linear programs. Scholkopf et al. (1995 Scholkopf et al. ( , 2001 showed how the structural risk minimization principle can be used to incorporate description length. Basically, one can impose a structure of nested target functions with increasing VC-dimension. The structural risk will increase with increasing VC-dimension but the empirical risk, presumably, would decrease. In the context of LDF target functions, there is a tradeoff between simpler LDFs and misclassification. We return to this later in the paper.
C. Outline of this Paper
Summarizing the above, learning theory has focused on minimizing the risk functional. For worst-case analyses, this translates into the structural risk minimization principle -that is, minimizing a bound on the risk functional. For Linear Discriminant Functions, this bound increases with increasing VC-dimension. The VC-dimension is itself bounded from above by a term that decreases with decreasing feature space dimension and increasing margin, depending on which term's impact dominates.
Minimizing the needed feature space dimension is consistent with the minimum description length principle.
SVM focuses on maximizing the margin in its quest to apply the structural risk minimization principle. 1-norm SVM uses a norm that has a side benefit of reducing dimensionality, at least this has been experimentally observed. In this paper we focus primarily on minimizing the feature space dimension and compare these two approaches with a third method based on Koehler's (1991a) GA approach.
We revisit the use of GAs to determine LDFs as originally done in Koehler (1991a) replacing his goal of simultaneously minimizing the number of misclassifications and number of non-zero coefficients with the goal of minimizing the bound on risk with consideration of minimum description as suggested by Scholkopf et al. (1995 Scholkopf et al. ( , 2001 . In particular, we study the performance of a GA approach that jointly implements the structural and minimum description length principles. As discussed, we compare this approach to the two SVM approaches -SVM1 and SVM2 (i.e., the 1-norm and 2-norm SVMs, respectively). (We refer to both SVM approaches, collectively, as SVM letting the context dictate the proper interpretation.) We will compare the GA approach to the SVM approaches which also minimize structural risks via the margin maximization approach but do not have a natural way to incorporate ideas of Scholkopf et al. The specific details of the GA and SVM approaches are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we lay out a number of research questions and in Section 5 describe our experimental setting. In Section 6 we present our results. These are discussed in Section 7. We observe three unexpected outcomes that we investigate in this discussion. We end with Section 8 summarizing the results and presenting future research directions.
III. Algorithm Details

A. Genetic Algorithm
In this section we sketch the particular approach for implementing a combination of the structural risk minimization principle and the minimum description length principle. We assume the reader is familiar with GA methods in general and focus on specific implementation details. For details not covered here, consult Goldberg (1989) for a nice introduction.
We crafted three versions of our GA method: GA1, GA2 and GA2S. GA1 was used in a preliminary study where problem sizes were small (no greater than 100 dimensions). GA2 was crafted to handle dimensions up to 1,000. GA2S is a version of GA2 that handles non-separable problems, i.e., the soft margin case. Specific details of each are discussed in Appendix 1.
Each string of our population represents an n dimensional vector w. For non-zero w, w is normalized to one. b is determined from w and the training sample using a modification of the method "Glover" described in Glover (1988) and the geometric margin of the hyperplane is the minimal margin over the training set.
If there are misclassified points, the margin will be negative. Actually, the "Glover"
method is a bit more involved, but still straightforward, since, for a given w, it considers the four possible LDFs for signaling a positive case: 
randomly drawn. One of the children is randomly selected (a tournament selection could be used here instead). If the strings do not mate (with probability 1− χ ), one is randomly selected to survive. Once all the new member strings are formed, mutation operators are applied. The GA mutation operator is a uniform mutation operator using a mutation rate µ . We also implement a zero-coefficient mutation where i w is changed to zero with probability zero µ .
Parent strings are selected using a selection method (Goldberg 1989 ) based on the string's fitness. The fitness function used is based on a lexicographic ordering involving three values. For GA1 and GA2, the three values, in order of importance, are empirical risk,
R α , and margin. Thus a string is more fit, lexicographically speaking, if, first, its empirical risk is lower (this drives the process to find consistent w's). If the two strings have equal empirical risk, we then choose the string having the lower risk bound. If these are also equal, we choose the string having the larger margin. For GA2S we use two criterion, the first is the risk bound and the second empirical risk.
The structural risk uses the VC-dimension, h, given by one plus the number of non-zero coefficients of w. This implements the Scholkopf et al. idea of increasing VCdimension. We separate the GA process into two phases. In the first phase, we do not implement the zero-coefficient mutation operator. Phase two adds this operator and starts when, and if, the number of misclassifications over the training set goes to zero.
Phase one drives the algorithm towards a consistent hypothesis. Phase two then tries to minimize the overall risk bound, keeping the empirical risk constant. Table 1 summarizes this generic GA method.
Algorithm: (Genetic Algorithm)
Given:
Mutation rates µ and zero µ , crossover rate χ and population size p 1 ≥ .
Initialization:
Generate an initial population, population 0. Randomly draw p strings with replacement. One with the best objective (lexicographically speaking) is designated the queen bee.
Step 1: Form a new population as follows.
(A) Repeat the following steps until the new population has p members.
(1) Randomly choose two members from the old population using the rank selection process. (2) Form children through a mixing process consisting of crossover and mutation operations. (B) For each string, normalize the w 's represented by the string and reset the string to represent the normalized values. Compute the b value according to a modified "Glover" procedure. Compute the string's empirical risk, risk bound and margin.. If these are lexicographically better than the queen bee's make the string the new queen bee. (C) Replace the lowest ranked member with the queen if the queen isn't already a population member.
Step 2: If stopping conditions are not met, return to Step 1. The 1-norm model is a linear program. We use a standard linear programming package (CPLEX 8, 2003) to solve the 1-norm SVM problems.
IV. Research Questions
We seek to determine the value of using a GA that simultaneously applies the structural risk minimization principle and the minimum description length principle over alternative methods. The GA method will be contrasted to the two SVM approaches that also seek to apply the structural risk minimization principle but focus on maximizing the LDF margin. SVM1 has been empirically shown to reduce dimensionality, but whether this is generally true is discussed later. Our study will control four factors: (1) the sample size ( ), (2) the number of nominal dimensions (n) and a random number of actual dimensions (k), (3) the VC-dimension determinant (the margin or true feature dimension or both) and (4) the treatment (GA, SVM1 or SVM2).
A. Measures of Performance
The value of the algorithms can be measured in a number of ways. Vapnik (1998) lists two perspectives. One might want to identify the unknown function -that is, find an operator that closely approximates the function. Or one might want to imitate the unknown classifier -that is, find an LDF that best predicts the outputs of the unknown target function. We are also concerned with computational performance. Towards these goals, we have identified a number of measurable outcomes that we will study. Terms with a hat, such as ŵ , are the estimated values from the respective methods (GA, SVM1
or SVM2).
Measures of approximation are: (f) γ − γ -the distance from the margin, γ , of the estimated γ .
An imitation measure is:
(g) Test set classification error -for each case studied, a test data set is generated and the fraction of misclassifications over this set is measured.
Approximation and imitation are jointly measured by the bound on the risk functional:
α -the bound on the risk functional computed based on the VCdimension associated with the methodology's goal (dimension reduction for GA, margin maximization for SVM2, and both for SVM1)
Finally, a measure of computational performance:
(i) Time -taken to compute the final LDF.
B. Expected Outcomes
Below we formulate several expected results based on prior knowledge of the three methodologies.
Approximation
In general, as theory predicts, we would expect the estimation of w, b and the margin to improve for both GA and SVM with increases in the sample size and with decreasing dimension, n. When the VC-dimension determinant is controlled by the true dimension (k), we would expect the GA to better approximate the target function.
Conversely, when the margin determines the VC-dimension, SVM should better approximate the true target function. Since SVM1 also has dimension reduction capabilities, SVM1 should outperform SVM2 when the VC-determinant is the true dimension, k.
Imitation
The overall risk bound decreases with increasing so we should see increased performance with increasing sample sizes. The larger the value of n, the more degrees of freedom in finding an LDF. Hence, for a fixed sample size, we should see decreasing performance with increasing n.
Computational Performance
The GA approach is essentially a heuristic, combinatorial search so we would expect its computational performance to be worse than solving a linear program (SVM1) or a convex-quadratic minimization problem (SVM2), especially with the SMO method and improvements (Keerthi et al. 2001) . We would also expect the computational time of all methods to increase with increasing sample size and nominal dimension size. The effect of the true determinant of VC-dimension is less clear. However, regardless of the method, we expect problems with tight margins (the cases where the VC determinant is the margin and k is small) to take longer to solve. When is small and n large, many of the attributes act more like random noise that can be ignored via the dimension reduction process, so we would expect better dimension reduction but perhaps lower generalization.
V. Experiments
Below we describe simulation experiments to study these conjectures and the effectiveness of the GA approach that combines risk minimization with minimum description principles, both in its absolute ability to discover LDFs but also in its relative performance to Support Vector Machine methods. We structure this investigation using three different experiments. Experiment 1 focuses on smaller versions of the discriminant problem. Experiment 2 looks at larger problems. Experiments 1 and 2 are linearly separable. Experiment 3 looks at problems that are not linearly separable. The overall design is summarized in Table 1 .
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Sample sizes ( ) 100,500,1000,5000, 10000,50000 
GA2S
Test Set Size * 10,000 50,000 50,000 
Experimental Design
We are interested is studying the GA/SVM learning abilities over a number of factors. As discussed earlier, we are interested in how well the GA and SVM perform on training sets of different sizes, and n. One exception is noted. SVM1 and SVM1S
were unable to solve the problems with 50,000 observations. CPLEX would run out of memory probably due to the near 100% density of the problem data.
The determinants of the VC-dimension are another important factor controlling the risk bound. We have discussed two approaches to determining the VC dimension for LDFs. Equation (1) is rewritten as
to make explicit the reduced dimension where k is the number of nonzero coefficients of the n-dimensional vector w. We investigate three scenarios which we call the VCdeterminant:
Case 0 implies that the VC dimension is determined by the margin ∆. In Case 1, h is determined equally by k and
and in the last case (Case 2) the VC-dimension, h, is determined by k.
Data Generation
The data is generated while controlling for the fact that VC dimension h is bounded by Equation (6). This process is described in Appendix B. In addition, Experiment 3 adds a randomization to the process so that the training data sets are not separable. We target roughly 5% overlapping points from the two classes.
VI. Results
A number of statistical tests were performed on the results of the computational runs. Table 2 shows a full ANOVA analysis for the dependent variable ŵ w − in Experiment 1. For the misclassification rates on the test data set, a transformation of 2 × arcsin(sqrt(misclassification rate)) was applied (see Stam and Joachimsthaler 1990) to stabilize the variance of the rates of misclassification. For the sake of room, we do not provide all the results at this level of detail. Instead all of the ANOVA runs for all dependent variables are summarized in Tables 3 -7 . "*" means significant at the 0.01 level.
Since we were unable to solve the 50,000 sample size case for SVM1 and SVM1S
we were unable to run a full factorial design in Experiments 2 and 3. Consequently, we break our results into two tables for both Experiments 2 and 3 (calling the resulting experiments 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b). The first table of each (Tables 4 and 6 , i.e., Experiments 2a and 3a) gives a full factorial analysis for all the treatments limited to sample sizes ( ) 1,000 and 10,000, The second table (Tables 5 and 7 , i.e., Experiments 2b and 3b) limit the treatments to just GA and SVM2 but include all three sample size levels.
In the soft margin problems (Experiments 3a and 3b), Tables 6 and 7 do not contain entries for γ − γ and the risk bound. The reason is that in the problem formulations (Equations 3 and 5) there is a tradeoff between the margin and the sum of misclassification amounts, and so both the margin and resulting risk bound are obfuscated by this tradeoff. Table   9 shows the overall directions of changes for the dependent variables under treatments with increasing size, dimension and VC-determinant.
---insert Tables 2 to 9 ---All of the Experiments were conducted on the same machine except for GA1.
Times for GA1 were adjusted to reflect these differences.
In the following, we summarize some of the main findings shown in these tables.
A. Approximation
As can be readily seen in Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 7, variations in the sample size ( ) and dimension (n) significantly impact almost all the measures of approximation. Table   6 shows less support. By and large, the VC-determinant has a significant impact on (Table 8 ). In the hard margin cases (i.e., the consistent LDF problems), GA tends to find fewer non-zero coefficients that the true concept while SVM2 uses more non-zero coefficients. SVM1 strikes a middle level giving an overall ratio that is closer to the desired 1.0 ratio. SVM1 better matches the number of non-zero values. For soft margin problems, all treatments use more coefficients than the target concept. The hamming distance reflects the same phenomena as k k and is generally largest for GA and SVM2
(GA using fewer and SVM2 using more non-zero coefficients than the true concept).
As expected, Table 9 shows that increasing sample size almost always improves approximation measures while increasing dimensionality tends to make approximation harder (notable exceptions are seen with b b − and γ − γ ). Also as expected, approximation using GA improves as the VC-determinant moves from Case 0 (the case that favors SVM2) to Case 2 (the case that favors GA). The converse is seen for SVM2. Interestingly, SVM1 has more mixed results reflecting its hybrid nature. Tables 3-7 also give some interesting information. Firstly, Experiment 1 shows the tradeoff between n and ℓ for almost all measures when ℓ is small (Table 3) . We see that this interaction disappears for large ℓ (Tables 4-7 ). The rest of the interaction effects are largely due to treatment, (summarized in Tables 8 and 9 ) and discussed above.
The interaction effects displayed in
B. Imitation
Sample size, dimension and treatment all significantly impact the misclassification rate. Only VC-determinant appears to have no impact. Table 8 shows that both SVM1 and SVM2 generally do much better than GA in finding concepts that provide lower misclassification rates on holdout samples. Table 9 shows that imitation improves for all treatments with increasing sample size and decreasing dimensionality (all as expected). The VC-Determinant has a less consistent impact across the various experiments.
C. Approximation and Imitation
Size, dimension and treatment all significantly impact the risk bound. Only VCdeterminant appears to have no impact. In general (Table 8) , GA produces the best risk bound with SVM1 and SVM2 close to each other. Table 9 shows that increasing dimensionality generally results in worse risk bounds and that increasing sample size yields lower ones. Increasing VC-Determinant (i.e., going from the case where the VCdimension is determined by the margin to where it is determined by the number of attributes) seems to impact all risk bounds adversely (except for GA1 where there is no apparent impact).
The soft margin formulation has a big impact on the number of features used by SVM1 and GA. They both increase while SVM2 changes very little. It is obvious that all algorithms show signs of over-fitting as measured by k k and a large increase in misclassification rate when compared to the training error rate.
D. Computational Time
Size, dimension and treatment all significantly impact computational time (with a slight exception of treatment in Table 7 ). Only VC-determinant appears to have no impact. Table 8 shows that SVM2 is solved faster than both SVM1 and GA. For hard margin problems, SVM1 is faster than GA but this reverses for soft margin problems. As expected, Table 9 shows that increasing sample size and dimensionality increase computational time. For hard margin problems, increasing the VC-Determinant generally makes the GA problems easier to solve and SVM2 harder. This is reversed for soft margin problems.
For the soft margin case, all algorithms take substantially longer to run but SVM2s run time degrades disproportionately when ℓ is large (see the difference between Experiment 3a and 3b in Table 8 ).
VII. Discussion of Results
As predicted (but with some exceptions) increasing sample size improves approximation and imitation, and increases the computational time across all treatments.
Likewise, increasing the number of nominal dimensions makes the problems harder in almost all respects. Imitation and approximation become more difficult.
The impact of VC-Determinant is somewhat harder to understand. We predicted:
"When the VC-dimension determinant is controlled by the true dimension (k), we would expect the GA to better approximate the target function.
Conversely, when the margin determines the VC-dimension, SVM should better approximate the true target function. Since SVM1 also has dimension reduction capabilities, SVM1 should outperform SVM2 when the VC-determinant is the true dimension, k."
For the hard margin problems, these predictions bear out for most of the approximation and imitation measures. For impact on computational time we predicted:
"However, regardless of the method, we expect problems with tight margins (the cases where the VC determinant is the margin and k is small) to take longer to solve."
This prediction has support for GA but not for SVM1 or SVM2.
The soft margin case generally mimics the hard margin results, albeit with lower imitation and approximation capabilities (as expected). One of the biggest disadvantages of SVM1s and SVM2s are their dependence on the parameters λ and C (see Equations 3 and 5) which tradeoff emp R with struct R . The best tradeoff, unfortunately, is dependent on the actual pattern and that is unknown, a priori. Misclassification rates and the k k ratio change as these parameters change. Since GAS uses the risk bound, bound R , to drive its search, a similar tradeoff takes place between emp R with struct R . For all three methods, the more obfuscated impact of VC-Determinant on performance measures follows similarly because of this tradeoff between the margin and the sum of misclassification amounts.
Although many of our original predictions were supported, a few unexpected points emerged. We raise these points and address them below.
First, although SVM2 had superior approximation measures for ŵ w − , ŵ ' w , b b − and γ − γ , it did poorly in reducing dimensionality as measured by the Hamming distance and k k . Why? Second, as noted empirically by , SVM1 performed better than SVM2 on reducing dimensionality. We see this also plus note it performed almost as well as SVM2 on other measures of imitation and approximation. Why does SVM1 reduce dimensionality? Finally, although GA did reduce dimensionality and the overall risk bound better than SVM1 and SVM1 better than SVM2, it appears this was due to over-fitting since the imitation and approximation measures were generally better for SVM2 than GA (with SVM1 close to SVM2). What accounts for these observations?
We now address each of these three issues.
A. SVM2 and Dimensionality
An interesting insight on SVM2 concerning dimensionality is seen with the following obvious inequality: This is somewhat disturbing since even infinite dimensionality SVM applications are routinely discussed by the SVM community (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000) . So, one is led to the conclusion that even adding new dimensions that are just random noise cannot hurt and may help increase the margin. Ultimately, the value of increasing the use of additional dimensions ceases when 
B. SVM1 and Dimensionality
The completely separable 1-norm problem, SVM1, in Equation (4) decreases. To see this, for < v k it must be the case that the essential support vectors lie on a lower dimensional hyperplane than the true separating hyperplane requires which becomes less likely as the sample size increases. This has support as seen in Tables 3-5 which show a significant interaction between treatment and sample size on k k with Tables 6-7 showing reasonably strong interaction.
C. SVM1 and GA: Structural Risk Minimization
As mentioned earlier, Scholkopf et al. (1995 Scholkopf et al. ( , 2001 showed how the structural risk minimization principle can be used to incorporate description length by imposing a structure of nested target functions with increasing VC-dimension. Here one assumes a H as the set of all LDFs with i non-zero coefficients. GA, and to a lesser extent, SVM1, search these hypotheses spaces finding ˆ0 k e = often with k k < in the separable cases. This over-fitting is reflected in GA's poor misclassification rates on the test data in spite of the low risk bound value. For problems with tight margins (our Case 2 for the VC-Determinant) we would expect reduced ability to find such lower dimensional fits. Our experiments bear this out (Table 9) . Also, increasing sample size reduces the opportunities for over-fitting which our experiments also confirm (Table 9) . So, for problems with larger margins, SSM2 is naturally geared to exploit this and these are the problems GA likely will over-fit. Conversely, for problems with small margins, GA may be the methodology of choice. SVM1 lies somewhere between the two extremes.
VIII. Summary and Future Directions
In this study we investigated the impact of various problem parameters on the performance of three LDF induction methods that implement the risk minimization principle, a GA and two SVMs. As expected, large sample sizes with smaller dimensionality improve the imitation and approximation ability of all three methods at the cost of computation. Small sample size problems with larger dimensionality have the opposite results.
Overall, SVM methods have better results on almost all categories of comparisons. For the two SVM methods, SVM2 outperforms SVM1 in almost all dependent variables (except the risk bound). The VC determinant (margin or dimensionality, k) has an interesting effect that is not observed on other factors. The GA's performance measures improve (except for the risk bound) going from the case where the VC-determinant is the margin to the case where k determines the VC-dimension. SVM2 has the opposite behavior. SVM1 is somewhere between the two, although closer to SVM2.
Two areas that GA performs significantly better than SVMs are in (1) reducing the description length of the LDF and (2) providing lower risk bounds. SVM1, in particular, approximates the true function very closely behaving like a hybrid between the GA and SVM2 approaches. There are however a couple of curious points that are worth discussing. Firstly, even though SVM1 discovered the true dimension k in almost all cases, its approximation is worse than SVM2. It however yields a smaller risk bound. On closer inspection one sees that the coefficients of SVM2 corresponding to the dimensions that should have not been used are very small. So if one reran SVM2 without those variables to get a separating plane, it would approximate the function relatively well (note that the data set is normalized by default so there is no problem of scale). One very encouraging observation about the GA approach is that its misclassification rate goes down as the sample size is increased while k k is still relatively low. This would suggest that the GA is able to imitate the true function using fewer attributes when there is sufficient amount of data.
The three algorithms have somewhat similar behavior on non-separable problems as the separable ones, although with lower imitation and approximation capabilities (as expected). They also take longer to solve.
Some applications may benefit from the ability of GA (and to a lesser extent SVM1) to find consistent, lower dimensional LDFs (when the data are separable). As mentioned in Section 7, problems with small margins of separability might be best solved by GA when reduced dimensionality is important. An example we explored used a kernel for financial data. This kernel gave many features expressing financial ratios and other terms. When we used SVM2, all these features were used, even though, for the problem at hand, we generated the data using only six of the features and that they would, thus, perfectly separate the data. We could not recover an LDF with SVM2 having these six features. GA was able to reduce the dimensionality to discover these six. Anecdotal evidence from others illustrates a general situation where users of SVM employ kernels (such as the polynomial kernel) and then have a plethora of features that are hard to interpret or operationalize. In such cases, GA may prove more useful. This is especially true if unneeded features have costs associated with their usage in an LDF.
Three unexpected results arose prompting us to find explanations. First, SVM2
appears to dominate in approximation and imitation except for its ability to find lowerdimensional LDFs. We show that SVM2 can not improve its objective by discarding dimensions, which explains its poor ability to find lower dimensions. This raises a potential problem that adding new dimensions composed of just random noise cannot hurt and may help increase the margin.
Second, SVM1 gives results close to SVM2 while reducing dimensionality. We show that, barring degeneracy, normal linear programming basis considerations limit the dimensionality to a value less than or equal to the number of essential support vectors, thus providing an implicit mechanism for subset selection.
Finally, GA consistently had the worst misclassification rates while having the best risk bound. Similarly SVM1 had the second best risk bound while yielding worse misclassification rates than SVM2, although the difference in misclassification rates between SVM1 and SVM2 approaches zero as the sample size is increased. This suggests that over-fitting is taking place at the expense of dimension reduction. We explain this phenomenon by examining the structural risk minimization principle and noting that when picking a subset of features, GA and SVM1 may leave out necessary features thus violating an assumption that hypotheses contain the true concept. However, SVM1
appears to imitate better than GA by all measures and almost always matches SVM2 while using just enough dimensions, suggesting a better overall choice than SVM2 or GA.
Regarding computational times, for hard-margin problems GA methods took up to 2 orders of magnitude longer to solve problems. SVM1, when solvable, took up to an order of magnitude longer than SVM2. These surprising results are largely attributable to the SOM method for SVM2. The SOM method used by SVM has developed over a number of years and is in a far more mature state than that the GA implementation used here. SVM1 uses normal linear programming tools in CPLEX although Fung and
Mangasarian (2002) However, until the potential over-fitting problem discussed above can be adequately handled, SVM1 and GA should be used with some caution. Towards this end we suggest the following future research to explore a new type of LDF that considers "apparent" sub-dimensionality. For example, the m arg in ∆ − LDFs add "fat" to the hyperplane and develop bounds accordingly that yielded Equation (6). We suggest a dim ension τ − LDF where any coefficient whose absolute value is less than τ be considered zero. Developing a risk bound under dim ension τ − and m arg in ∆ − hypotheses spaces might yield risk bounds that escape the apparent over-fitting we observed with our GA and SVM1 approaches. Close examination of SVM2 results show that many of the "extra dimensions" included in optimal w's had small coefficients.
However, merely rounding these to zero often produced non-separating planes. 
Appendix 1: GA Details
The details of the three GA implementations are summarized in the following Issues related to binary and real encodings in GAs can be found in Janikow and Michalewicz (1991) , Wright (1991) and Rothlauf (2002 Rothlauf ( , 2003 .
For GA1 and GA2, we start the process in phase-one and switch to phase-two when (and if) the current best string has zero misclassifications. Phase-one for GA2
consists of solving the perceptron problem (see below).
For GA1, we stop when no significant changes in the best string have been observed in the last 5,000 populations. A significant change is any change giving a lexicographically higher ordering provided that when the margin is the determinant, the margin must be at least "epsilon" greater where epsilon ( ) ε is the largest absolute value considered non-zero.
The perceptron method (see Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor.2000) runs rapidly and finds a separating plane. For GA2, such a plane is randomly mutated to form an initial population.
Appendix 2: Data Generation
The data is generated while controlling for the fact that VC dimension h is bounded by Equation (6). We create the data to investigate the three Case scenarios .
Consequently the training set S is defined by n x: x R, w'x+b ,
) guarantees that all the data will be in a ball of radius R.
) guarantees that the data is linearly separable with a margin of ∆. The third ( R b k R < + β ) ensures that there is some room on either side of the margin hyperplane after picking b to generate data points for both classes. The value of β determines whether the VC dimension is a function of k or ∆. To guarantee that the first constraint is never violated, β has to satisfy k β <
. Working with 2 β < for all scenarios guarantees that we can actually generate points satisfying the first constraint for an arbitrary k > 1. Procedurally, data generation has the following steps:
Given: n, ,β
• Randomly choose k where
• Randomly generate w and randomly set coefficients to be zero so that normalized w (that is, ' 1 w w = ) has exactly k non-zero values.
• Set R=1,
• Create random points such that w'x k β ≥ and x R ≤ .
• Set ( ) ( ) For experiment 3, additional steps were added to the end of the data generation process. We are also given a target fraction, p, where points could overlap.
• • Randomly assign labels to these p points. 
